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MINUTES
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION COUNCIL
Kerckhoff Hall 417
October 21, 2014
7:00 PM
PRESENT: Devin Murphy, Conrad Contreras, Manjot Singh,, Fabienne Roth, Allyson
Bach, Greg Kalfayan, Cynthia Wong, Irmary Garcia, Heather Rosen, Cindy Wang
ABSENT: Avinoam Baral, Carlos Quintanilla, Savannah Badalich
GUESTS:
I. Call to Order
-Murphy called the meeting to order at 7:07 PM
II. A. Approval of the Agenda
-Murphy moved to add Proposition 47 and IGNITE to the top of special presentations
-Wong moved to add a special presentation to alternative breaks. The other is for the
facebook project
-Kalfayan moved to strike Student Wellness Programming Fund
-Wong moves to strike Facilities Commission Report
-Garcia moves to strike IVP Report, Student Wellness, Academic Success Referendum,
and CAC MINI Fund
-Roth moves to approve. Bach seconds
9-0-0
III. Approval of the Minutes from October 14, 2014
-Wang moves to approve the minutes. Garcia seconds.
9-0-0 the minutes are approved
III. Public Comments
-Rosen states that USAC Live isn’t working.
-Roth moves to have a 5 minute recess. Singh seconds.
V. Special Presentations
A. Proposition 47 and IGNITE Campaign – Denea Joseph and Devin Murphy
-Joseph introduces herself as a third year poli-sci and introduces as a creator. IGNITE
stands for Invest in Graduations Not Incarceration, Transform Education. This was the
highest vote getting campaign in the USSA history. It’s very important we look to
IGNITE as one of the key student campaigns beause it has been the most popular
amongst Summer Congress.
-Joseph stated that the pool of money for education and prison systems are in the same
fund. In the past the state has continued to prioritize prison system. That’s something
ridiculous because tuition has risen over 300% within the UC system. We want to utilize
a lot of funding to go towards students to be a lot more affordable and accessible to all.

-Joseph states it’s a lack of accessibility it starts from k-12. Currently this state has
willfull defiance where its left to the ambiguity whether a student should be dismissed,
something that doesn’t make sense. If you say an individual has been absent why would
you further expel them. Willful defiance is ambiguous and left to the discretion of teacher
and there have been incidents for a student to be suspended for playing with hello kitty
playing cards. Most recently Governor Brown signed AB 420 and creates a clear
definition of willful defiance to prevent ambuiguity. When we started the IGNITE
campaign we wanted it to be done for K-12. The governor was expelled from willfull
defiance and wants to think of himself as the epitome. He did not extend AB420 from K12 but just K-3. The sunset date for AB420 is 2017 and UCSA wants to rewrite the
language and show them that with the redefinition we can hopefully extend it to K-12.
One of the major aspects is 209 to repeal the ban on affirmative action. When the UC
system was first founded and the main sentiment was diversity. We’ve strayed from that
for so long and bring many students of all different races and ethnicities. As far as our
language and education its only as good as our individuals and truly gain our
consciousness. Curently UCSA is working on a repeal letter and it will be set out to
Senate Speaker Toni Atkins. Often time our legislators will talk about a lot of issues but
it wount include a lot of issues.
-Murphy stated accessibility and diversity is so important to our UC system, and so is
affordability. The lack of affordability we talk about high prison spending. What we’ve
seen in prison spending and a divestment of higher education spending. As we see the
spending habits we have. For every $1 that goes into higher education theres a $10 return.
We need to prioritize higher education. The state spends $9,1000 for every student in
California education system and $62,300 for each prisoner in the Califonria prison
system. Incarcerating folks has less return than educating folks.
-Joseph emphasizes that the state continues to say theres no way it cant make this happen,
the simple answer is to stop placing people in prison systems. If the youth are our future,
why are we prioritizing the prison system of higher education? We are talking about the
lack of quality, we have been failing or missing retention centers, lack high school
outreach, and lack of diversity on campus. UCLA is pretty fortunate for our resources,
but she also sits on USSA and looking at conferences we’ll have these conversations and
the sadness lies in the fact that they don’t have a retention center. Theres no one for them
to lean on for support. One of the end goals is that at least each UC school has a retention
center.
-Joseph states AB 218 is Ban the Box where formally incarcerated people in higher ed
and workforce. When you check that box youre automatically disqualified.
-The other thing here is SB 649 is to reduce drug possession charges and redefine
consequences of nonviolent drug crimes. What happened with SB 649 and whats
currently on the ballot is Prop 47. We didn’t see success when SB 649 but Prop 47 is a
tangible ask and seeks to reduce a lot of sentences for individuals with non violent drug
offenses and 62% of people of color in prison. It would save over $600 million and 65%
that will go to mental health services that are beneifical to All Of Us. They are going to
give 25% to education and the remaining 10% goes to victim services so they can have a
chance of life after the prison system.
-Murphy hopes that council is educated by the campaign but specifically wanted to talk
about what theyre doing with IGNITE this quarter. Propoisition 47 is incredibly

important to students and its everything the campus has been working on. AllOfUs is
incredivly important to Passage of 47 because 65% of savings to support mental health
and drug abuse treatment services that are designed to help keep individuals out of prison
and jail. Proposition 47 is a bandaid that can ensure quality mental health services.
-Joseph stated the next campaign is UConsent and the 10% of victim service grants, its
one thing for us to utilize friends from UCSA and it will be great to lend resources to
Prop47 to go towards campaigns and larger branch so whenever we go talk to our
legislators we can talk about UConsent.
-Murphy states we use the term survivor synonymous with victim because of the
language of the ballot. Murphy states 25% of savings for grants aimed at reducing
truancy and drop-outs among K-12 students in public schools to ensure campaigns are a
concrete victory in the right direction. If we showcase the concrete victory we can
leverage the student power to make new victories and achievements.
-Joseph states moving forward they want to make sure individuals are informed about
Proposition 47. Boting yes on 47 to ensure that our states priorities are inesting in
graduations and rehabilitation of people that have non violent drug uses. The IGNITE
coalition is planning to meet on a weekly basis so that when they’re having these
conversations and utilize your powers as elected officials to talk about hwy these issues
are important and mobilize them to help to get it to the next stage.
-Murphy states they are not just asking for proposition 47 but endorse it as well. By next
Tuesday he will be bringing a resolution.
-Joseph states typically they have a student lobby conference and go to Sacramento to
lobby the legislatorsabout issues most impactful. They mentioned 3 nation wide attention
as UCLA as the catalsy. They want to have tsudetns knowledgeable that they are aware
of some of the issues and can apply to come with us.
-Murphy states theres a lot of parts to this campaign and want every student to be part of
every facet and take it to hwo it fits own respective commuunities and live up to the
mission of UC system. Its incredibly important to challenge our system. They want to
make sure that the UC has a commitment to offering California residents with an
accessible, affordable, and quality education.
-Joseph states theyre trying to revamp IGNITE to be IGNITE 2.0 and theyre trying to
take to another level with mass deportation and address police brutality. She just wants to
know if anything is to be added.
-Lazarovici asked if theres role playing with speaker training for legislators
-Joseph states they do, and they play devils advocate so they can go out of that situation
because often times when they lobby they want to make it about themselves. We make
sure to tell students to stay on topic and give them their own personal story but they can
give statistics and focus on and take it to their fellow colleagues.
-Roth states shes part of the IGNITE coalition and it’s a nice creative learning space.
-Bach asks what is the resolution proposing and what does it hope to accomplish
-Murphy states its similar to Proposition 30 and because we are a council and connected
to ASUCLA we cant take an official stance. We still want to make sure we have support
for this initative to support Propositio 47 on the ballot.
-Joseph states that nationwide theres going to be a national day of action against police
brutality to protest about heinous acts that have been done to different individuals. We
will be having a rally or action of sorts to talk about individuals and victims of police

brutality and give the potential arguments that officers use. It will be good to have a lot of
students in that space on why its important and why it matters as a student. Its going to be
on Meyerhoff Park 12:00-12:45 with a special guest speaker.
B.Alternative Breaks Team
-Sarah and Kathleen introduce themselves as the director and coordinator.
-Alternative breaks is an immersive community service program which students live
within the community, engage in service, and learn about the world beyond our own. It
fosters social engagement and leadership for students while committing to improve the
standard of living for the communities to serve.
-Kathleen stated it started in 1991 with 20 volunteers and went to 2 sites in Tijuana,
Mexico and Teetso Arizona with only 20 students.
-Sarah stated it went on for couple of years and then it went on hiatus, since then a lot of
colleges adopted it and recently a few years its brought back. This year they doubled their
staff and hopefully coming.
-Sarah states they fall into CSC’s mission and is an immersive service group and our
primarily committed to serving the community and how it affects the Los Angeles greater
community. They want to change the campus culture to become more civically engaged
and civically engaged leaders. They have opportunites to take up leadership rolls and
coordinators for each site. They are trying to get new students to get into service a long
term service commitment.
-Kathleen states they’re unique and live there for 5-7 days and get to live with people
they’re working with and talk to them and eat with them and live in their shoes. This is
something extremely mind-changing and now they’re both juniors and the best thing
they’ve done in UCLA.
-Sarah stated that some stuents even change their career paths and more civically engaged
jobs.
-Kathleen states theyre offering 5 orientation sessions before service trips and its
important to understand why theyre going and who theyre working with. We really want
them to delve into the issue in LA and the place theyre going for them to experience an
dlearn and how its happening.
-Our UCLA success students receive holistic experience that is unlike any other program.
Past-participants return from trips and are motivated to do more. They want to increase
the size their team, sites, and number of volunteers each year. A few participants got
themselves involved in CSC projects and outsie projects to deal with hunger and
homelessness.
-Kathleen stated that she had the time of her life at the Catalina Conservatory. Last spring
break they were expecting flowers and full of life but when you go there you learn the
realities of the world and had a heart to do something different.
-Kathleen stated they dealt with hunger and homelessness and the dichotomy of
Washington DC with the capitol and the worst homelessness. They are going to work
with LA and it was one of the greatest experiences she’s had at UCLA. She was able to
go and talk with people and find out how they face it differently than LA.
-Sarah stated one day they were going to speak wth congress representative.s
-They show a trip in New Orleans to help rebuild after the Katrina hurricane because it
was the first time it was all girls.

-Lastly they show the downtown LA and the heart of alternative breaks and people who
come back have the richest story. Its extremely unique becaue they live with the people
and eat with them and talk to their children. People coming back from the LA trip and for
first time they really wanted to stay and help.
-The trips include the housing and environment in downtown la, community health in sf,
animal welfare in Utah, building a more sustainable future in NOLA, environmental
conservation in the grand canyon, and immigration rights in Texas.
-Right now theyre in the application session and if you want to find out more you can
find us on communityservicecommission.org, alternativebreaksucla.wordpress. Its one
thing to see social issues but its totally a different thing to live in the community.
-Bach asks who funds the student trips
-Sarah states some of is funded and some of its paid
-Bach asks how competitive it is
-Sarah stated they had 270 applications and they can only take 70 with about a 30%
acceptance rate
C. UCLA Parent and Family Programs -- Maisha Beasley
-Beasley stated she cuts with family programming and working with orientation and
parent programming. Their office has been newly moved to James West Alumni Center
to provide support and Resources. We hope they will become involved and theres lots of
ways to get involved. We don’t have a help line, an email assistance line, and a facebook
page. We really try to get parents involved and answer the help line 5 days a week. They
have a 24 hour business day return time and try to help resolve their issues. Families have
questions, we have answers. We hope you will share this information with constituents
and lead parents to lead them to help line or assistance line that this is a one stop shop.
-Beasley asks what do you think it does for parents and family
-Roth states it makes them happier that the students are taken care of
-Lazarovici states it encourages them to donate
-Beasley states they don’t ask for funds, but it helps create a community and connect in
their own ways. It’s a major role that their office plays. They can get involved with
parents council and those individuals are not only great for parents on what itslike to be
her ebut its also a great support for offices, student groups, and other students in general.
For example, they had about 30 volunteers doing everything from dragging waters to
actually serving food and helping the student staff choral the students to lines and serving
as security. Our parents don’t come ot take away, they only come to support and add and
want to expand opportunities with student groups in particular. On the flip side they work
with campus partners more frequently and more consistent volunteer opportunites such as
the World Café. In essence theyre hear to support.
-Murphy asks if their services connect to international students
-Beasley states in terms of resources they do have a translation service so if for some
reason theres a parent who doesn’t speak English such as this incident where this girl
form Hungary needed her parents authorization for heatlh reasons. We do have
international services in that regard and do programs whenever that comes up. We have
parents council and make sure its dedicated to UCLA and student experience.
-Murphy stated he met with Maisha Beasley and bruin day is developed by specific
student initiated programs and see what UCLA is about. He stated in the African

American community and having parent family programs assist with that matriculation
was very successful and as student leaders don’t have the easy transition. Its underutilized
but it’s a great one stop shop. It doesn’t have to be your parents it can be anyone.
-Beasley states parent’s weekend is next weekend and theres about 3,600 people and
encourages everyone to come and see and free to undergraduates. There is an AAP rate
for $35 but otherwise its $65 with 4 meals and parking and access to all programs.
-Lazarovici stated that theres nothing like this when she went here and shes about the age
of everyones parents. Her mom would have really appreciated it and shes glad theyre
doing it. One of the raps is that it’s a big bureaucratic place and that the other school
across town will nurture you and this will go some of the way to catch up with that.
-Beasley states it’s a full circle and her mother was involved when she went to SDSU and
at first she was really pissed but it wound up being one of the best things to happen. She
encourages to have the fellow students in which parents can be involved and helpful
because it really does make a difference.
D. The Facing Project –Tiana
-Tiana stated that shes involved in the volunteer center fellow and part of the newspaper
in highschool and CSC. The Facing Project is a new project for CSC and its really about
embracing diversity on campus and hearing their story.
-The Facing project is a nationwide initaitve that aims to connect people through stories
to strengthen communities. The project serves to provide tools, a platform, and
inspiration so communities have the opportunity to share their stories to the world beyond
the walls of their community.
-Tiana stated for this project about 25 selected writers will get the opportunity to be
paired with 1 storyteller each quarter qhose past experiences align with the project’s
yearly the,e. The theme for this year is facing access to higher education. The writers will
use their talents from there to take on the voice and persona of their subjects and write as
if they were them --- in the first person—bringing to life a voice that hs been silenced,
while keeping the anonymity of the subjects. In addition throughout the quarter each
writer will spend at least 1 hour a week bonding and getting to know their storyteller to
gain a deeper understanding of their previous struggles and victories on their life journey.
Through these awareness outlets, communities can begin to si down together to face the
next steps of discovering new, grassroots solutions to the problem. She really hopes to
bring those voices to campus and embrace diversity.
-Facing project has been featured on NPR and assortment.
-Tiana stated that CSC’s primary goal is to better out community. The Facing Project
helps guide communities as they enlist a team of writers to be paired on on one with
students hwo are facing life circu stances that deserve to be shared to better educate the
broader community. Students will gain a better understanding and awareness of the
everyday struggles that their peers face. From homelessness to the foster care system
students will be exposed to enact on those. The general positions are general staff writers
about 25 writers each paired with a different storyteller each quarter. They have blogging
writers about 3ish writers responsible for updating a weekly blog, tumblr, and other
social media outlets.

-The writers will help with organizing an annual Kerckoff Art Gallery walk featuring
many of the stories colleted throughout the year to spread awareness in a exciting and
interactive new way.
-Contreras stated that he thinks that theyre talking about access to higher education and it
will be great to work with EVP Office and OP office and it would be great to showcase
high school students and essentially have a coprogram to bring awareness.
-Tiana stated they have so many opportunities and another thing is going to local high
schools and have gone through the same things.
-Murphy asks how to get into contact and its absolutely amazing and its great to see it
presented. He cant wait to see the book. He has a project and would be an excellent
collaboration but would love to talk to about it.
-Kalfayan states its really cool and asks how theyre recruiting students for their stories
-Tiana stated its going to be a bit of struggle in the beginning but really hoping it
becomes more of an annual thing and hoping it will work with CAPS and flyer and go to
different clubs and Writers Den.
VI. Appointments
A. Griffin Ong – Community Service Mini Fund
-Contreras stated that he has a 3-0-0 recommendation from ARC and to keep up the great
work.
-Ong introduces himself as a fourth year neuroscience and film minor. Community
service has been important and has been born and raised in San Francisco and coming to
UCLA he knew he wanted to come back for community service and got involved in
project WILD and his experience has been really great in both organizaitons and promote
service here on campus.
-Rosen asks what his first community service event was and what drove him
-Ong stated that the first involvement was with Project Wild and got to work with group
of young students in the fourth or fifth grade and liked working with sutdents to see how
bright and educated they were to improving their own education. Form then he knew it
was something he wanted to continue doing.
-Wong asked what experiences he has with funding and how does it lend itself to this
postion
-Ong sttes hes worked with a lot of funding applications and having the general
knowledge on what makes a good application and good hearing will translate well in this
position.
-Ong stated that community service is important and wants to promote service in new
ways and being on CS Mini will be a great way to promote service in general on campus.
-Wang stated Griffin is great and has a lot of knowledge about CS Mini Fund
-Bach moves to appoint Griffin Ong to appoint him to the Community Service Mini Fund
Committee
7-0-1 Griffin Ong is approved to the Community Service Mini Fund Committee
B. Judy Ly – Community Service Mini Fund Committee
-Contreras stated she had a 3-0-0 ARC
-Ly introduced herself as a 2nd year Economics major and works with Project Wild and
was also in the finance committee reading applications and holding office hours and

workshops. She wanted to apply for CS Mini Fund to combine experiences for both
community service and funding.
-Wong asked if you and other committee members were in disagreement
-Ly stated they will look at both sides and where the positive and negative affect of the
issue and to see whats persons size
-Contreras asks what the biggest funding needs for community service
-Ly stated transportation and limited space and limited tutors so the attention the kid
received was very little. It was supposed to be 1:1 tutor but now its 1 tutor to 3-4 students
so the help the student can receive from us is very lmite.d
-Roth asks if she has plans to reach out to students
-Ly stated that a lot of organizations didn’t know about funding so maybe a monthly
newsletter to announce the funds they can receive from USAC.
-Ly states she wants to apply for CS Mini Fund to provide community service with
available funding to help them provide better service for UCLA students and wider
community.
-Bach moves to appoint Judy Ly to the Community Service Mini Fund Committee.
8-0-0 Judy Ly is approved to the Community Service Mini Fund Committee
C. Christi-Lynn Del Rosario – Community Service Mini Fund Committee
-Del Rosario introduced herself as a fourth year Biology major and applying to be on the
Community Service Mini Fund and has been president of pilipinos community health and
enrolled to all of the funding bodies at UCLA including CS Mini, CAC, SOOF, and all of
those.
-Wong asks what fair funding is
-Del Rosario said it has several aspects and all projects need eligible knowledge to know
what funds are accessible. Once they access the funds its making sure all projects have
equal consideration when applying for funds. In terms of deliberations we must do so
fairly.
-Roth asks what made her want to apply for this position
-Del Rosario states as president for PCH she realized that lots of service projects need
funding and realizes this will be a good opportunity to use this knowledge as having
applied to the funding bodies and fits with her interests as someone whose passionate
about community service.
-Del Rosario thanks everyone for giving her the opportunity for giving her the
opportunity but it has defined our time and pursue that passion and help others beyond
that and define UCLA’s position in the Los Angeles Community.
-Wong states she has applied to every fund and her knowledge surpasses her own
-Wang states she was great at the funding
-Roth moves to approve Christi-Lynn Del Rosario on the Community Service Mini Fund
Committee
8-0-0 Christi-Lynn Del Rosario is approved on the Community Service Mini Fund
Committee
D. Kenia Flores – Community Service Mini Fund Committee
-Flores states shes a senior Human Biology and Society major and was a financial
oordinator for Chicanos and Latinos for Community Medicine. Through that fund they

were able to purchase funds and really acquainted with other funds with other positions
and really passionate with community service and applied to many grants and thanks to
them were allowed to go to underserved and wants to ensure that this fund is well
managed.
-Bach asks what her experience with funding at UCLA is
-Flores stated she has been financial coordinator for CCM applied to contingency, CS
Mini, CPC Regular, SOOF, SIC and executive director for Latinas leading Latinas that
costs about $25,000. It takes a lot of budgeting and allocating money from different funds
and really acquainted with CAC Regular to fund field trips and shadow day.
-Kalfayan asks about her time commitments
-Flores states shes just trying to focus on acadmeics and hopefully do this
-Flores is really grateful for CS Mini because used to think these funding sources were in
every university but whne she started speaking to other undergraduates she was pretty
amazed they have to fundraise everything in order to do community service. We are so
lucky we have this money to go out on serve. She wants to be on the other side of funding
and because she has much experience applying and interviews she wants to sit on the
other side now.
-Bach moves to approve Kenia Flores to Community Service Mini Fund Committee.
Roth seconds.
8-0-0 Kenia Flores is approved on the Community Service Mini Fund Committee
E. Chaveli Zolorsano – Community Service Mini Fund Committee
-Zolorsano states the work that involved community service gives back to UCLA
students and its really learning from each other and wants to be part of that process.
-Kalfayan asks about her experience with community service at UCLA
-Zolorsano stated she was a volunteer in CPO and on board for second and third years
and mentoring high school students to show them the importance of higher education and
would apply to funds throughout the years and the importance of making the projets run
and if projects are putting in the work its important to provide the services. She feels that
everything she does is everything to do with communities like hers for under resources
and give back and act as a bridge.
-Wong asks what experience she has with finance
-Zolorsano stated she was project director for two years and as a first year she was
brought into a lot of funding interviews and as a board collectively work on the
application and learned what funded what and we all applied and came to hearings.
-Zolorsano stated that its great the work as students there doing and would like to
continue that work because its UCLA and a big part of UCLA is the community around it
and giving back and gaining from each other.
-Rosen really enjoyed her passion and dedicate dto her community.
-Rozen moves to approve Chaveli Zolorsano to Community Service Mini Fund
Committee. Roth seconds.
8-0-0 Chaveli Zolorsano is approved on the Community Service Mini Fund Committee
VII. Officer and Member Reports
A. President – Devin Murphy

-Murphy stated he gave out AllOfUs stickers and the action card is a little different. They
really want to make the action card personal to each student and for specific events and
one issue that’s really personal and being an upstander is constantly thinking about thow
to beome a better upstander. Both a presresntative has been meeting with liasons
-Rosen asks where they can find the services
-Murphy states its on the website and let him or Badalich know and any liasons
-Murphy states theyre going to the Bruin Athletics Council and make presentations
regarding allofus specifically of issues regarding mental health around athletes and if you
want to join us it will be an excellent presentation. Murphy states the committee
application for all of us has come out and there are several committees such as advocacy,
policy, marketing, external outreach, campus outreach and tons of opporutnities. They are
really excited to launch the committee application. Next is that he has a chancellor
meeting this Thursday including AllOfUs, IGNITE campaign and some of the
chancellor’s accessibility in terms of students where an office hour talking for 6 minutes
is not accountable to student body and challenge the notion of officehour per quarter is
accessible enough to be part of the student body. As a council they have the opportunity
to eat with the chancellor as a council and a majority rules on whatever works best and it
will be 8-9AM. Murphy stated tomorrow is the national day against police brutality and
the IGNITE coalition is 2pm in his office. In addition to that he has the opportunity to
bring Van Jones and one of the founders for Ellen Baker and appointed by President
Barrack Obama. He hope everyone read the Daily Bruin and thought it was a great
opportunity to provide feedback on UCPD especially with communities of color who
have been dealing with racial profiling. One thing you can never do is challenge
someones story. The strongest thing we have is our story to advise UCPD. He needs 3
sponsors for his proposition 47.
B. External Vice President – Conrad Contreras
-Contreras thanks everyone for the week of action and cAC for the bruinsvote concert.
He’s happy to bring the Senator of State and talk about mental health to link key stake
holders to contribute to the campaign and talk about the EVP office role about advocacy.
He met with Russel Gold and city leaders and student reagents about tuition increases and
affordability. They’re still waiting on the UC Presidents plan of action and theyre
preparing for the worst. He asked the student reagent designate Avi Oved to keep him
updated. Regardless of increase tuition, UCSA is doing a plan of action under Fund the
UC is essentially going to ask for fee rollback. They proposed a fund of action to pressure
the UC regents for fee rollback. They will be shifting their gears for the governor to
increase funding for the UC and talk about state funding to make it more accessible. He
met with the graduate student association president to engage graduate students to make
sure the reagents listen to us and the responsibility of the state and university with the
budget gap and not on the backs of studnets. Regarding IGNITE SCA 5 was pulled out
and after 7 months there wasn’t any follow up. In regards to UConsent we want it to have
within SWC and it will be the advocacy aspect of Bruin Consent for 7000 in Solidarity
and essentially give students lobby trainings. Badalich asked him to spearhead the
campaign within the UCSA board and he will help to make sure the campaign is in
process. As Joseph stated, theres a day of action tomorrow regarding police brutality
because the deaths of innocent people are not isolated. Tomorrow they are sending a

student regarding the Middle Class Scholarship in Redondo beach. They will be bringing
100 students and delegations to Student of Color Conference from November 7-9. Lastly
his internship is starting and learn about student activism.
C. Acadmeic Affairs Commissioner – Alyson Bach
-Bach states they will be at major blast tomorrow. The diversity student lobby corp is
putting on a student rally and Janice Reef the past academic senate chair and Christine
Palmer and Melinda Tucker. Tomorrow they will be doing a photo campaign and if you
happen to be on bruinwalk post it and show support as well. They drafted an email to set
out to faculty members to send why diversity is important. She thanks everyone to
replying to her emails
-Garcia asks if they can have someone in the meeting to informa bout the diversity
requirement
-Bach states the dinner dialogue is next Tuesday before council
D. Administrative Representative
Laureen Lazarovici
-Lazarovici invites everyone and see what parts are most compelling and what makes you
sleepy and use that information to inform your own presentations when you do public
speaking and giving presentations. She personally found the personal stories and photos
most compelling. She found the small text on powerpoint the least compelling and even
one with no powerpoint so enterain the notion you don’t always to use powerpoint.
VIII. Funding Allocations
A. Contingency Programming
-Wang stated 11 groups applied. Totally requires 11,486.69, total requested 6,092.24 and
total recommended at $2,700.00.
-Contingency balance is $61,221.74
-Contreras moves to approve contingency allocations. Singh seconds
7-0-01 contingency programming is approved.
B. EVP Travel and Advocacy Grant
-Contreras stated 2 allocations. First 2014 Summit Salvadorian Youth allocated $375 and
Amnesty International for the Conference $320.
-Murphy states approval by consensus
IX. Old Business
X. New Business
XI. Announcements
-Rosen states they have a workshop at the career center room 200 at 3 PM for resume
interview for the on campus jobs fair in Kerkhoff grand salon on Monday at 11AM.
-Wong says it’s the first annual Risk Awareness Day for risk management with lots of
free swag this Thursday. Secondly, the day of service registration just opened and that

will be November 8th and registration closes November 4th. Alternative breaks have also
opened and will be closing November 9.
-Singh states that Bruin Days Off is Thursday and everyone will be tabling for SWC and
they’ll table and corner bakery and kind bars. They will be having musicians and
inflatable bunjee run and a little sport zone where people can toss around a Frisbee with
48 canvases. They have Chai talks and student speakers and domestic violence
-Kalfayan states tomorrow they launch campus movie fest and most of the entrants come
from the school of theatre and television. They really hope to have people attend the
finale on November 3rd where they scereen the top 15 filsm and the top 4 move into an
international event in Hollywood to win professional gigs. They also have a trio of films
coming up and screening Laggies with Keira Knightlet and on October 30 theyre
screening Night Crawler a thriller. On Tuesday November 11th they are screening Dumb
and Dumber 2
-Murphy stated that Bruin Democrat will be golding a press conference and rally
surrounding Proposition 47 and 2 minutes with Karen Bass.
XII. Signing of the attendance sheet
The attendance sheet has been passed around
XIII. Adjournment
-Wong moves to adjourn the meeting. Garcia seconds.
8-0-0 the meeting is adjourned at 9:21.
XIV. Good and Welfare

